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LOCAL PROJECTIVE RESOLUTIONS AND TRANSLATION
FUNCTORS FOR KAC-MOODY ALGEBRAS
WAYNE NEIDHARDT
ABSTRACT. Let g be a Kac-Moody algebra defined by a not necessarily symmetrizable generalized Cartan matrix. We define translation functors and use
them to show that the multiplicities (M(wi ■A) : L(u>2 ■A)) are independent of
the dominant integral weight A, depending only on the elements of the Weyl
group. In order to define the translation functors, we introduce the notion of
local projective resolutions and use them to develop the machinery of homological algebra in certain categories of g-modules.

1. Introduction.
Translation functors were introduced, in the case of a finitedimensional split semisimple Lie algebra over a field of characteristic zero, by
J. C. Jantzen in [5]. These functors can be used to show that the multiplici-

ties (M(wi ■A) : L(w2 • A)) of irreducible composition factors in Verma modules
are independent of the dominant integral weight A, depending only on the elements
wi and w2 of the Weyl group. In generalizing to the case of infinite-dimensional
Kac-Moody algebras, several difficulties arise. Not every integral weight is conjugate to a dominant integral weight, so only certain translations are possible. A
bigger obstacle is presented by the fact that it is possible for (M(X) : L(p)) to be
nonzero when A and p are not in the same Weyl orbit. This can occur even in the
special case of a symmetrizable generalized Cartan matrix, if A is not conjugate
to a dominant integral weight. In the symmetrizable case, however, the Casimir
operator gives us enough control over this phenomenon to be able to define the
translation functors without too much difficulty, in a manner analogous to that of
[5]. This was done in [10], and the multiplicities (M(wi ■A) : L(w2 ■A)) were shown
to be independent of the dominant integral weight A. If we do not assume that the
generalized

Cartan

matrix

is symmetrizable,

however,

then we no longer have the

Casimir operator, and we must find another way to define the translation functors.
In the present paper, we define translation functors T£ for the case of a not
necessarily symmetrizable generalized Cartan matrix, assuming that A, v, and v —A
are dominant integral. These functors are used to show that the multiplicities
(M(wi ■A) : L(w2 ■A)) are independent of the dominant integral weight A.
In order to define the functors T%, we first define a sequence of homological
functors Wj¿ (k = 0,1,... ). The functors Wq allow us to pick out the appropriate
irreducible factors with highest weights in the orbit W ■v, and will take the place
of the Casimir operator in the definition of T£. In order to define the functors W%,
we need to do some homological algebra in the appropriate category of modules,
which unfortunately does not have enough projectives. Thus we are led to define
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the notion of local projective resolutions, and these are used to define the functors
Wj¿ and to prove their homological properties.
It should be remarked that one can prove the result concerning the multiplicities
(M(wi A) : L(w2-X)) without using all of this machinery. It is to be hoped, however,
that translation functors will be a useful tool in the representation theory of KacMoody algebras, as they are in the finite-dimensional case. Also, local projective
resolutions may be used to define other homological functors in addition to the
functors W¡¿, and the functors Wj¿ may have uses other than defining translation.
In short, the tools introduced here, though not indispensable for the multiplicity
result, are perhaps more interesting than the result itself.
In §2, we introduce the basic definitions and notation regarding Kac-Moody
algebras. Local projective resolutions are introduced in §3, and are shown to have
the usual properties one would expect of projective resolutions. §4 is devoted to
the structure of modules having filtations whose factors are Verma modules. The
results of §§3 and 4 are combined to define the functors W¡¿ in §5, where they are
shown to have the usual homological property of taking short exact sequences to
long exact sequences. In §6, we do a deeper analysis of the functors W%, and apply
the results in §7 to define translation functors T? and study their effect on Verma
modules and irreducibles, obtaining the result on multiplicities.
2. Definitions
and notation.
We give here the basic definitions and notation
associated with Kac-Moody algebras and their representations.
We also define
certain types of filtrations on modules, which will be needed in the sequel.
Let A = (A{j) be an / x / generalized Cartan matrix (GCM), i.e. a matrix with
integer entries satisfying A¿¿ = 2 for all i, Ai3 < 0 for i / j, and Aij = 0 if and
only if Ajt = 0. Let K be a field of characteristic zero, and let 0 be any Lie algebra

over K satisfying
(1) g is generated by a finite-dimensional
tan subalgebra,

and elements

e.\,...,cj,

abelian subalgebra

fi, ■■■, fi, called simple

h, called the Carroot vectors

and

negative simple root vectors, respectively.
(2) There are linearly independent sets {hi,...,/ii}
in h and {cti,... ,a¡} in h*,
the dual vector space of h, such that Aij = ctj(hi) for all i and j. The Qj's are
called the simple roots, and the h^s are called the simple coroots.

(3) [e¿,fj] = 6%jhifor all i, j = 1,..., /.
(4) [h, e¿] = oti(h)ei and \h,ft} ——al(h)fl for all h e l) and all i — l,...,l.
(5) (adel)-A^ + 1(e3) = 0= (ad fi)-A'i + 1(fj) for all i ± j.
(6) There is an involutive antiautomorphism

ct:q —*g such that <r(e¿) = /,- for

all i — 1,..., /, and o(h) = h for all h el).
For each GCM A, such an algebra g exists and is called a GCM, or Kac-Moody,
Lie algebra defined by A. These objects were introduced in [6, 7].
Let n+ (respectively, n~) denote the subalgebra of g generated by ei,...,e;
(respectively, fi,...,fi).
Set b = r,©n+ (vector space direct sum), called the Borel

subalgebra of g.
For i — 1,...,I,
let a, = Khi + Ka + Kft. It is easy to see from the relations
that Oi is a subalgebra of g isomorphic to s/(2, K).

For any h-module M and any X el)*, let M\ — {m e M\h ■m = X(h)m for all
h e h}, called the A-weight space of M; if M\ /Owe call A a weight of M. In case
M is an h-module satisfying M = ©AGh. Ma, with each M\ finite dimensional,

we
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call M a weight module, and we write II(M) for the set of weights of M. If M is
a weight module, we define its character to be chM = 53 glj. (dimMM)eM, where
the e^'s are formal exponentials. Note that this discussion applies equally well to
g-modules and b-modules, which may be viewed as h-modules by restriction.
In the sequel, whenever M and TVare g-modules which are weight modules, we
will write Hom(M, TV) for the set of g-module homomorphisms from M to TV, and
Ext(M, TV)for the set of equivalence classes of extensions of M by TVin the category

of weight modules.
Suppose M is a g-module.
we call v a maximal vector.
universal enveloping algebra
a highest weight module of

If v e M\ is a nonzero vector satisfying
If in addition M = U(g)v, where U(-)
functor, we call v a highest weight vector
weight A. Every highest weight module

n+ • v = 0,
denotes the
and call M
is a weight

module.
For any X el)*, let K(X) denote the one-dimensional b-module whose underlying
vector space is K and whose b-module structure is given by (h + x) ■k = X(h)k for
all h e h, x e n+, and k e K. Then the Verma module of weight A is the induced

g-module M(X) = [7(g) ®u(b) K(X). It is well known that M(A) is the universal
highest weight module of weight A, and that M(X) has a unique irreducible quotient,

denoted L(X).
Define the root lattice Q to be the free abelian group with basis {c*i,...,«;}

Ç

h*, and let Q+ = {J3»=i kiC*i\kie Z+ for all i}, where Z+ denotes the set of
nonnegative integers. Define a partial order < on h* by p < X if A - p e Q+.

Let P = {X e h*|A(/i,) e Z for all i}. We call P the set of integral weights, and
the set P+ — {X e h*|A(/i,) e Z+ for all i} the set of dominant integral weights.
For each i = I,...,I,
define the linear involution r,:h* —>h,* by r,(A) = A -

A(/i,)ûf, for all A e ()*. The Weyl group W is defined to be the subgroup of GL(h*)
generated by {ri,..., r¡}. For any w € W, we define the length of w, denoted l{w),
to be the smallest n such that w may be expressed as w = rtl ••••",„, Let p e h* be
a fixed element such that p(hi) = 1 for all i — 1,..., /. We define the dot action of

W on h* by w ■X = w(X + p) - p for all w e W, X e h*.
We now define certain types of filtrations of modules which will be useful in the
sequel.
DEFINITION 2.1 Let M be a weight module. By a Verma series (VS) for M, we
mean a filtration of M by submodules 0 = Mo C Mi C • • ■ such that M = (Jt>o M¿
and such that each factor Ml/Ml_i is isomorphic to some Verma module M(A¡).
The filtration may be either finite or infinite. For any p e h*, if M has such a VS,
we define (M : M(p))

to be the number of i such that A, = p.

DEFINITION 2.2 [2]. Let M be a weight module and let pel)*.

By a local

composition series (LCS) for M at p, we mean a finite filtation of M by submodules

0 = M0 C Mi C ■■■ C Mn — M such that each factor M,/M¿_i

either has no

weights > p or is isomorphic to some L(A¿) with A¿ > p. If M has such an LCS at
p, we define (M : L(p)) to be the number of i such that At = p.
REMARK. In general, it is unusual for a weight module to have a VS, but, in the
categories we will be using, modules always have LCS. In any case, the numbers
(M : M(p)) and (M : L(p)), when they exist, do not depend on the particular
filtration, as may be seen from character considerations.
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3. Projectives
and local projective
resolutions.
We first give the basic
properties of the projective modules constructed in [11]. These modules are then
used to introduce the notion of a local projective resolution, and these resolutions
are shown to have nice homological properties.
We will need to work in certain categories C(X), where A G h*. The category
C(X) is defined to be the full subcategory of the category of g-modules M such that
M is a weight module and such that p < X for all p e II(M). These categories
were introduced in [11]. We note here that for any M € ObC(A) and any pel)*,
an LCS for M at p exists, as shown in [2, Proposition 4.2].
For the remainder of this section, we fix A e h*. Since there is an h-invariant
pairing of n+ and n~, we may use the results of [11] on projectives in C(X). We
list here those specific results which we will need.

PROPOSITION 3.1 [11, PROPOSITIONS 4.1 AND 4.5 AND COROLLARY 4.2].
For each p < X, set

P(p) = U(g) ®u{b) U(n+)/
V

0

U(n+)a

\p-+ociX

Then, for every M e ObC(A), Hom(P(p),M)

®K K(p)
j

.
j

is naturally isomorphic to

Uomt>(K(p),M),
so that P(p) is projective in C(X). Furthermore, each P(p)
(P(p) : M(u)) = dimU(n+)u_ll for all p,v < X.

has a finite VS, with

PROPOSITION 3.2 [11, PROPOSITIONS 4.5, 4.7, AND 4.8, LEMMA 4.12,
COROLLARY 4.13, AND THEOREM 6.2]. Let L(p) be an irreducible object in
C(X).

Then there is a unique finitely

generated

indecomposable

projective

object

in C(X), denoted I(p), which maps onto L(p). Conversely, any finitely generated
indecomposable projective object in C(X) has a unique irreducible quotient, so that
L(p) <-> I(p) gives a one-to-one correspondence between the irreducible objects in
C(X) and the finitely generated indecomposable projective objects in C(X). Furthermore, I(p) is a direct summand of P(p), and I(p) has a finite VS with M(p) as

the top factor, and with (I(p) : M(v)) = (M(v) : L(p)) for all p,v < X.
PROPOSITION 3.3

p<X,(M:

[11, PROPOSITION 5.3]. For any M e ObC(X) and any

L(p)) = dimHom(/(/i),M).

Observe that P(p) is cyclic, since it is generated by 1 ® Ï® 1, which is of weight
p. Since I(p) is a direct summand of P(p), it is also generated by a vector of weight
p.
Although C(X) does not have enough projectives, there is one case in which we
may construct projective resolutions, i.e. for the case of a module with a finite VS.
First note that dimUom(I(p), M{p)) — (M(p) : L(p)) = 1, so that for any nonzero
/ e Hom(I(p), M(p)), Ker / is independent of the choice of /. We denote Ker / by

S(p). Observe that if 0 = M0 C Mi C • • • C Mn_i C M„ = I(p) is a VS for I(p),
then M„/M„_i = M(p) and Mn_i — S(p). Thus, S(p) has a finite VS, whose
factors are of the form M(u) with p < v < X.
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LEMMA 3.4 [8, LEMMA 5.2]. Suppose M e ObC(A) has a finite VS 0 =
M0 C Mi C • • • C Mn = M, with factors Ml/Mi-i = M(pi) for i = l,...,n.
Then there is an epimorphism

<t>:
®"=i I(Pi) —*M such that Kerrie has a filtration

0 = So C Si C ■• ■C Sn = Ker^ with S</5j_j = S(m) for i=l,...,n.
PROOF. We use induction on n. If n = 1, then M = M(pi),
exact sequence

and from the short

0-+S(/ii)-/(/ii)-M-0,
the assertion follows.
Suppose n > 1. By induction,

there is an epimorphism

^©"Ji

I(pi) —►
Mn_i

and a filtration 0 = So C Si C • • • C Sn-i — Kerî/> with S¿/S,_i = S(pi) for
t = l,...,n

— 1. Composing this with the inclusion Mn_i

homomorphism ^©"tT/

c Mn = M gives a

I(ßi) —►
M, with KerV>= Ker^i and Im?/) = Mn_i. We

also have the natrual epimorphism ir:I(pn) —*M(pn) = M„/Mn_i
with Ker7r =
S(pn). By projectivity of I(pn), there exists ¥: /(//„) —►
M such that the following
diagram commutes:

J(Mn)
7r ,/

M

Define </»:
©?=1 /(/*) = (©^

-

0

-»

-

0

/(w)) 8/(/i„) - M by 0(i, y) = ${x)+T{y). This

gives the following commutative

o -

J. 7r

Mn/Mn-i

diagram with exact rows:

©iTi1/^)

-

er=1j(w)

-

M„_i

->

M

-»

By the Short Five Lemma, 0 is an epimorphism,
obtain an exact sequence

^(Mn) Mn/Mn-i

-*

o
0

and by the Snake Lemma we

0 —*Ker ip —>Ker <f>
—►
Ker n —►
Coker ip = 0.
But this gives a filtration 0 = So C Si C • • • C Sn_i = Ker ip c Ker <pof Ker <£with
Si/Si-i

= S(pi) for i — 1,... ,n — 1 and Ker </>/Ker^ = Ker7r = S(pn).

Setting

Sn = Ker 0 gives the result.

THEOREM 3.5. Let p < X, and suppose M e ObC(A) has a finite VS with
factors of the form M(v) with v > p. Then M has a projective resolution in C(X)

... dni1 Pn H - - ■h p0 H m - o
such that each Pn is a finite direct sum of various I(v) with v > p and each
Kerdn = Imdn=i has a finite VS of the same form as that of M.

PROOF. This follows easily by inducation on n, using the lemma and the fact

that each S(v) has such a VS.
REMARK. The resolution in the above theorem can be shown to be finite without
too much effort. We will not need this fact, however.
In general, if M € ObC(A), we cannot construct a projective resolution of M in
C(X), since there are not enough projectives. Thus, we introduce the notion of a
local projective resolution, and prove some of its basic properties.
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DEFINITION3.6. Let pel)* and M e ObC(A). A local projective resolution of
M at p is a complex

->Pk^-►

P0 ^ M ^ 0

in C(X), where each Pk is a finite direct sum of various I(u) with v > p, and such

that for any x > A*,the restriction

• - - - (Pfc)x -■••-

(Po)x -> Mx - 0

to the x-weight spaces is exact.
Thus, a local projective resolution, although not necessarily an exact resolution,
is exact "locally," i.e. above the //-weight space. The restriction we have placed on
the indecomposable projectives involved is used to ensure that the projectives are
generated by weight vectors above the /¿-weight space, a property which will allow
us to do the usual homological algebra.

PROPOSITION 3.7.

For any pel)*

and M € ObC(A), there exists a local

projective resolution of M at p.

PROOF. By [2, Proposition 4.2], there is an LCS 0 = M0 C Mx C • • • C Mfc= M
for M at p. We show, by induction oni'= l,...,k,
that there is a projective module
Qi which is a finite direct sum of various I(v) with i> > p and a map Qi —>M¿
with (Qi)x —►
(M¿)x surjective for all x > /*• For i = 1, if Mi has no weights > p,
we take Qi = 0. Otherwise, we have Mi = L(pi) for some pi > p, and we take
Qi = /(/¿i) and Qi —►
Mi to be the epimorphism given in Proposition 3.2. Now
assume we have already constructed Qi and the map Qi —>M, as stated, where

1 < i < k. If M,+i/M¿ has no weights > p, we take Qt+i = Qi and Qi+i —>M¿+i
to be the composition Q, -* M, C Mî+i. Otherwise, we have Mî+i/M, = L(pi+i)
for some pl+i > p. Arguing exactly as in the proof of Lemma 3.4, we may construct
the commutative

diagram

with exact rows

0 -» Qi -.

I
0

-»

Mt

Qi® I im+i) -+

I(Pi+i)

I
-7

Mt+i

-

o

—

0

I
—

Ml+i/Mi

and we take Qt+i = <3ï © Z(/t,+i), completing the induction.
Setting Po = Qk, we have the complex Po —*M —►
0 whose restriction to the
X-weight spaces is exact for any x > /*• Continuing the process with Ker(Po —*M)

in place of M gives the result.
The next two propositions show that local projective resolutions may be used
as basic tools for doing homological algebra in C(X). Their proofs are essentially
the same as in the classical case of projective resolutions, with a little extra care
needed since we have exactness only at certain weight spaces.

PROPOSITION3.8.

Let M,TV eObC(A),

and let pi > p2. Suppose

-► pfc^->PqHm^o
is a local projective resolution

of M at pi, and suppose

■■.^Qkd-k...^Qod-kN^0
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morphism of complexes:

■■■ ^

pk
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of TV at p2.

*$ ...

Given <f>G Hom(M, TV), there is a

-> pQ H

<t>kl

•••
Furthermore,

-

Qk $

any such morphism
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■•■ -

M

<t>ol

1<P

Qo %

N

^

0

-

0

of complexes is unique up to homotopy.

PROOF. Let S0 = X)„>u, N„, a vector subspace of TV,and let V0= U(q)S0 Q TV.
Since pi > p2, we have So Ç Imdo and hence Vo Ç lmd'0. Now Po is the direct
sum of various I(v) with v > pi, and each I(u) is generated

by a vector of weight

v, which maps via 0 o do into So, so that Im(0 o d0) Q Vo Q lmd'0. Thus, by
projectivity of Po, there exists 4>o'-Po—►
Qo such that d'Qo (j>0= <j>
o doNow suppose that we have constructed 4>o,■■■, 4>k-i such that the diagram

•••

-

Pk

■•• -

£

Pfc_i

"V

...

-.

P0

*H M

Qfc -

Qfc-i

-'

-.

-

Q0 i

has commutative squares. Let Sk = ^2^>fJl(l^nd'k)l/ = 5I„>„

-

0

TV ^

0

(Kerd^j),,,

avector

subspace of <2fc-i, and let Vjt = U(g)Sk Ç Imd'fc. Since Pk is the direct sum of
various 1(f) with v > pi, and each /(i/) is generated by a vector of weight v, which
maps via 0fc_i odk into (Kerd^,)
Ç Sk by commutativity of the diagram, we have

lm((f>k-iodk) Ç V/t Ç Luid',.. Hence, by projectivity of Pfc, there exists (pk:Pk —►
Qfc
such that d'ko(pk = 0/t_i odfc. By induction, we obtain our morphism of complexes.
It remains to show uniqueness up to homotopy. Suppose that

...

_

Pk 4* ...

_> Po 1$ M _* o

is another morphism of complexes. Then {tf>o— ipo)Po Q Kerd0 by commutativity. By considering the generators of the various summands of Po, we see that
(4>o—i>o)Po Q Im d'i, so that by projectivity of P0 we obtain ño: Po —*Qi such that
d'i o ho = 4>o— V'o- Assume we have already constructed ho, ■. ■, /i/t-i such that

hi: Pi —►
Qi+i for each i, d\ o /i0 — <f>o
—^o, and d'l+l o hi + /i¿_i o dx = 4>i—ipi for

i = l,...,fc-l.

Then

d'k ° (4>k-ipk-

hk-i ° dk) = d'k o [<pk- tpk) - d'k o (/ifc_, o dit)
= (<Pk-i -^k-i)°dk

- (d'kohk^i)odk

= (<t>k-i - ipk-i - d'k o hk-i)

= (hk-2 odk-i)
Thus,

(4>k — ipk — hk-i

o dk)Pk Ç Kero^,

o dk

odk - 0.

and by considering

generators

of the

summands of Pk we have (<f>k
- ipk - hk-i o dk)Pk Ç lmd'k+v By projectivity of
Pfc, there exists hk:Pk —►
Qk+i such that d'k+l o hk — (j)k- ipk —hk-i o dk. That
is, d'k+l ° hk + hk-i odk = <¡>k
—ipk, and by induction we obtain the homotopy.
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LEMMA 3.9.

Let pel)*,

and suppose

O^M'^M^M"^0
is a sequence in C(X) whose restriction

to the x-weíf/ftí spaces is exact for every

X > P- Suppose also that

■■■rXp¿rkM'^0
and

■■■S PCS M"-»0
are local projective resolutions of M' and M", respectively, at p. Then, with Po =
P¿ © Pó'< there is a commutative diagram

0 -> P¿ (3.1)

K

0 -

M'

-t

Po -

PS

ido

id0'

M

-£

M"

-

O

-> 0

w/iere the top row is exact (the maps being the canonical injection and projection),
and the restriction of the maps in the top row gives the sequence

0 -» Ker d0 -» Kerdc -» Kerd0' -> 0
whose restriction to the x-weight spaces is exact for every x > A*-Furthermore, for

any X> P we have (Imdo)x = Mx.

PROOF. Let S = £x>MMx' and V = C/(g)S. By hypothesis, S Ç Im?/; and
hence V Ç Im ip. Since P¿' is generated by vectors of various weights v > p, which
map via d'¿ into S, we have Im d'¿ Ç V Ç Im t/>. Thus, since Pq' is projective, there is

a map f:P(f -* M such that ipof = d'¿. Setting P0 = P¿ ©P¿', define d0:Po -* M
by do(x,y) = <j>o d0(:r) + /(2/)- This gives the commutative diagram (3.1), with
top row exact. Also, for any x > P-, restricting (3.1) to the x-weight spaces and
applying the Snake Lemma gives the exact sequence

0

K >

-»

(Kerd0)x
(Cokerd0)x

-»
-*

(Kerdo)x
(Cokerd0)x

-»

(Kerd0')x
(Cokerd0')x

-> 0.

By hypothesis, (Cokerd0)x = 0 = (Cokerdö)x- Using this in (3.2) gives two consequences: (Cokerdo)x = 0 and there is a short exact sequence

0 -» (Kerd0)x -♦ (Kerd0)x -♦ (Kerd0')x ~* 0,
which are the desired conclusions.

PROPOSITION3.10.

Let pelf,

and suppose

0 _> M' -t M £ M" - 0
t'a o sequence in C(X) whose restriction

to the x-weight spaces is exact for every

X > /i. Suppose also that

-►

P'n $-►

P¿ S M' ^ 0

-7

PU rl-►

P0' ^ M" - 0

and
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are local projective resolutions of M' and M", respectively, at p. Then, setting
Pn — P¿ © P„ for each n, there exist maps d0:Po —* M and dn: Pn —* Pn_i

(n = 1,2,... ) such that
-►

Pn ^-,p0^M^O

is a local projective resolution of M at p, and

0
i

0
i

•••

-

P'n
i

^

...

_

Pn H
i

•••

-

P0
i

-

0

...

-+ p0 -+ o
i

••• - p- S ... -+ p» - o
i
i
0

0

is a short exact sequence of complexes, where the vertical maps are the canonical
injections and projections.

PROOF. We define d0:Po -> M as in the lemma. Note that
. d„

. d,

P'n -S-►Pi-iKerd()-0

,

and

*£'*•■ --»PÍ'^Kerdg-0
are local projective resolutions of Kerd0 and Kerd0', respectively, at /¿, and that

0 -♦ Ker d0 -> Kerd0 — Kerd0' -» 0
satisfies the same hypotheses

may define di, d2,...

as the original sequence, by the lemma.

Thus, we

inductively.

4. Modules
with Verma series. In this section we prove certain results
regarding the structure of modules having a VS. Note that since the projective
modules occurring in local projective resolutions have VS, these results may be
applied to the projectives.
This will be done in the next section to define the
homological functors.
We begin by stating some known properties of Verma modules.

Proposition

4.1 [9, Propositions

2.1 and 2.4 and Lemma 3.1]. Let

p,u e l)*. Then (M(u) : L(p)) ¿0 if and only if Hom(M (p), M (v)) ¿0 (i.e. there
is an imbedding of M(p) in M(u)).

Also, if M is a highest weight module of weight

v and Ext(M(p), M) ^ 0, then (M(v) : L(p)) ¿ 0 and v > p.

LEMMA 4.2. Let 0 = M0 C Mx c ••• C Mn = M be a finite VS for the
weight module M, with factors Fi = Mt/M¿_i = M(A,) for i — \,...,n.
If
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Ext(M(A„),M(Aj)) = 0 for all i < n, then there is another VS 0 = M0 C M[ C
• ■• C M'n = M for M with the same length, such that M[ = M(A„) and M'i+l/M[ =
Mi/Mi-1 = F, for i = 1,... ,n —1.
PROOF. Since Ext(M(A„),Pj)

= 0 for all i < n, we have Ext(M(A„),Mn_i)

=

0. Thus, the short exact sequence
0 -» Mn_i - Mn — M(Xn) -» 0
must split. Let (¡>:M(Xn) —►
Mn be a splitting

map. Then, setting

M[ = Im</>and

setting M,'+1 = Mi® M[ for i = 1,..., n —1 gives the result.

PROPOSITION 4.3.
(possibly infinite),

Let M be a weight module with VS 0 = M0 C Mi C • • •

with factors Fi = Mí/Mí-i

= M(A¿), and let S be any subset of

If such that Xi e S for all i > 1. Suppose S = Si U S2 is a disjoint union and that
Hom(M(/t), M(u)) = 0 whenever p G Si and v G S2. Then M has a submodule TV
such that TV has a VS whose factors are precisely those Fi with A¿ G Si and M/N
has a VS whose factors are precisely those F, with Xi e S2.

PROOF. Observe that, by Proposition 4.1, we also have Ext(M(p),M(v))

= 0

whenever p G Si and v G S2. We first show, by induction on n, that each Mn has a
submodule TVnsuch that the conclusion holds for TVnand Mn/Nn (taking only those

Fi with i < n). For n = 1, if Ai G Si then take TVi= Mi and otherwise take TVt= 0.
Suppose

n > 1 and that we have TVn_i C M„_i

as stated.

By taking

preimages

of the VS for M„_i/TVn_i, we have TVn_i = V0 C Vi C • • • C Vk = Mn_i C Mn
with each V,/V¿_i = M(pt) for some /¿¿ G S2, and Mn/Mn-i = M(Xn). Thus, if
An G S2 we are done by taking TV„= TVn_i. Otherwise, if An G Si, then applying

the lemma to the VS 0 = V0/TVn_iC Vi/TVn_i c • • • C Vfc/TVn_iC Mn/TVn_i for
Mn/TVn_i and taking preimages gives TVn_i = V¿ C V{ C ■■■C Vk C V-+1 = Mn

such that V//TVn_i = M(A„) and each V¡+1/V¡ = Vi/Vi-i for i = 1,..., k, and we
are done by taking TV„ = V{. This completes the induction on n.
In the case where the VS is infinite, observe that TVn_i Ç Nn for each n = 1,2,...
(either equality holds when An G S2, or else one Verma factor is added at the top
when A„ G Si) and that there are monomorphisms
Mn_i/TV„_i
—» Mn/Nn for
each n = 1,2,...
(either they are isomorphic when Xn G Si, or else one Verma
factor is added at the top when An G S2). Thus, taking TV = Un>o-^« gives the
result. (TVhas the appropriate VS by definition, and M/N has the appropriate VS
since taking the direct limit is an exact functor.)

COROLLARY4.4. Let M be a weight module with VS 0 = M0 C Mi C ...,
with factors Fi = Mí/Mí-i = M(A¿), and let S Ç h* such that A, G S for all i.
Suppose S = Si U S2 U ■• ■USfc is a disjoint union such that Hom(M(/¿), M(u)) = 0
whenever p G S2 and v G Sj with i < j.

Then there exists a filtration 0 = TVqC

TVic ■• • C TVfc
—M such that each Nj/Nj-i
are precisely those Fi with Xi G Sj.
PROOF. This follows from the proposition

(j = 1,... ,k) has a VS whose factors
by an easy induction on k.

PROPOSITION4.5. Let M' and M" both satisfy the hypotheses of Corollary
4.4 with S = Si U • • • U Sfc 0 disjoint union as stated there. Let 0 = TV¿C TV{c
■■• C N'k = M' and 0 = N0' C N[' C • • ■C N'k' = M" be filtrations as given in the
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conclusion of Corollary 4.4. Then for any g-module homomorphism

(f>:M' —►
M",

we have (f>(N'AÇ TV'' for all j = 0,1,..., k, so that 4>induces g-module maps

^•:iv;/iv;_1^iv;/iv;_1.
PROOF. If this did not hold for some j, then the composition TVj —►
M" —►
M"/TV" would be nonzero, so that Rom(M(p),M(i/))
would be nonzero for some
p e Si U • • - U Sj and some v G SJ + i U • • • U Sk, contrary to hypothesis.

COROLLARY4.6. Let M and S = Si U • • ■U Sk satisfy the hypotheses of Corollary 4.4. Then the filtration 0 — TVqC • • • C TVfc= M given in the conclusion of
Corollary 4.4 is unique.
PROOF. Apply the proposition to any two such nitrations,

taking <¡>:M—»M to

be the identity map.
For the proof of the next theorem, we will need a technical fact regarding characters of Verma modules, which is easy to prove.

LEMMA4.7 [9, LEMMA5.3]. LeiAGh*, and suppose that Yl^<\ a p cn Mil1)
= 0 for some set of integer coefficients aM. Then aM = 0 for all p<~X.

THEOREM4.8.

Let X elf,

and let S Ç {p\p < A}. Suppose

0^M'^MtM"^0
is a short exact sequence in C(X). Further suppose that each of M', M, and M",

together with S = Si U • • • U Sk satisfies the hypotheses of Corollary 4.4. Let 0 —
N'o C TV(C ■■■C N'k = M', 0 = N0 C TVXc ■■■C TVfc
= M, and 0 = TV¿'C TVf c
• • • C Nk = M" be the filtrations given by Corollary 4.4. Then each of the induced
sequences

0 - N'j/N'j.i H Nj/Nj-t ^ NjffN^ - 0
is exact.
PROOF. We assume k = 2, since for k > 2, the result follows by induction from

the case k = 2.
First, consider

(4.1)

0 - TVÍ^ Ni ^ N'f - 0.

Clearly <¡>iis injective, being the restriction

of <j),and lmd>i Ç Ker^i

for the same

reason. Let 0 = Vo C Vi C ■• ■ be a VS for N", so that TV"= U¿>0 V¿ and each
Vi/Vi-i = M(pi) for some /*, G Si. For each t = 1,2,...,
choose v¿ G (V,)^ so
that Vi+Vi-i is a highest weight vector for V¿/V¿_i. Note that TV" is generated by
{vi,v2,...}.
Thus, if every Vi G Im^i then i/>i is surjective. To show that every
Vi e Imipi, suppose that some wt ^ Imi/'i- We may choose such an i to be minimal,
so that {vi,...,Vi-i}
Ç Imipi and thus V|-_i Ç Im^i since {t>i,... ,^i-i} generates Vi-i. But then we have a nontrivial homomorphism M(pi) = V,/V,_i —►
N['/lmipi
—y M"/Ymißi induced by the inclusion maps. Thus (M"/lmipi
:
L(pi)) ^ 0. But we also have an epimorphism M/TVi —* M"/lmipi
induced
by i¡j, so that any subquotient of M"/lmipi
is also a subquotient of M/Ni. This
implies that (M/TVi : L(p%)) ^ 0, and hence (M(p) : L(p%)) ^ 0 for some factor
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M(p) in the VS for M/TVj, with p G S2. By Proposition 4.1, Eom(M(pl), M(p)) ^
0. But this contradicts

the assumption

on Si and S2, so we have that ut G Imtpi

for all i, and hence Imißi = TV". This shows that

(4.2)

chTVi =chTV{-r-ch/V;'-r-ch(Kerî/)i/Imç!.i).

On the other hand, we have

]T (M : M(p)) ch M(p) = ch M = ch M' + ch M"
P-es

= J2(M>:M(p))áiM(p)
+ J2(M": M(p))chM(p).
P-€S

p€S

By Lemma 4.7, (M : M(p)) = (M' : M(») + (M" : M(/í)) for each pe S. Thus

(4.3)

chTV!= J2 (M : M(M))ch
m(m)
= ]T (M' : M(p))chM(p) + ]T (M" : M(p)) ch M(p()
ß€S1

peSi

= chN[+chN[\
and

(4.4) ch(TV2/TVi)= ^(M:M(/i))chM(//)
M€S2

= J2 (M' : M(//))chM(p)+ £^ (M": M(/i))chM(/t)
p-es?

p€S2

= ch(N!¡/N¡) + ch(N!¿/Nl').
Comparing (4.2) and (4.3) gives ch(Keripi/lm(j>i)
and the sequence (4.1) is exact.
Now consider the sequence

(4.5)

= 0, so that Kert/>i = Im0i,

0 - N'2/N[ % N2/Ni % N!f/N'7 -* 0.

Clearly Im<f>2Ç Ker ip2, since t¡)2o<f>2
is induced by ipoth, and ip2 is surjective, since it
is induced by ip. Let v+Ni e KeriT^- Then i¡)(v) G TV" = Imi/>i, so that there exists
u e Ni such that ip(u) — ip(v). Thus v —u G Kertp = lmcj>, and there exists w G M'

such that (f>(w)= v-u.

But then 4>2(w+ N[) —<j)(w)+ Ni = v-u + Ni =v + Ni,

and we see that Ker ip2 = lm<j>2. This shows that

(4.6)
Comparing

ch(TV2/TVi)
= ch(TV2/TVi)
+ ch(TV27TV{')
- ch(Ker02).
(4.4) with (4.6) gives ch(Ker(/>2) = 0, so that the sequence (4.5) is exact.

5. Definition
of the functors
Wk. We use the results of the previous two
sections to define certain functors on C(X) and to show that these functors enjoy
nice homological properties.
We will use Weyl group orbits in h* to partition
S = {p\p < A} as in the last section. We thus begin with some facts regarding

Weyl group orbits.
The following proposition

is well known.

metric GCM, see [9, Lemma 4.9].

For a proof in the case of a nonsym-
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PROPOSITION 5.1.
if and only ifl(riw)

Observe

that

Letw G W andi G {1,...,/}.

> l(w).

If v+p

an easy induction

G P+,
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Iff G P+, thenriwu

then l(rxw) > l(w) implies rxwv

< w-v
< w-v.

on l(w) gives w ■v < v for ail w G W when

is + peP+.
PROPOSITION 5.2 [4, PROPOSITION 2.9]. Let v G P'. // there exists p G f)*
such that w ■v < p for ail w G W, then for some w eW we have w ■v + p G P+.
The next proposition is proved using the completion functors of T. Enright introduced in [3] and generalized to Kac-Moody algebras in [11].

PROPOSITION 5.3 [11, PROPOSITIONS 8.11 AND 8.13]. Let p,v G P and
i e {1,... ,/}• Let p be the higher of p and r¿ • p, and let V be the higher of v and
r¿ • v. Then any imbedding of M(p)

COROLLARY5.4.

in M(v)

extends to one of M(p)

in M(V).

Let v + p G P+ and w G W. IfRom(M(p),M(w-v))^0,

then there is some w' G W with w' ■p + p G P+ and Hom(M(w'

• p), M(u))

^ 0.

PROOF. It is well known, and easy to show by induction on l(w), that M(w ■is)
imbeds in M(v), so we have Hom(M(/¿),M(i/))
^ 0. But now, by Proposition 5.3
and induction on l(x), Hom(M(x • p),M(v))
^ 0 for all x G W. In particular,
x ■p < v for all x G W, and by Proposition 5.2, we may choose w' G W such that

w' ■p + pe P+.
For the remainder of this section, fix A, v G h* such that v < X and v + p G P+.

Take S — {p\p < A}, Si = {p G S|u> ■p ^ v for some w e W}, S2 = {w ■v\w e
W} = W • v, and S3 = {p G S|io • p < v for all w G W}. Observe that S is the
disjoint union of Si, S2, and S3.
LEMMA 5.5.

Let Si, S2, and S3 be as in the above discussion. Then

Hom(M(/i),M(x)) = 0
whenever p G St and x G Sj with i < j.
PROOF. We have three cases to consider. If p G Si and x € S2, then x = w ■v
for some w eW. Suppose Hom(M(p), M(x)) ^ 0. Then, by Corollary 5.4, there is
some w' eW with w' ■p + pe P+ and Hom(M(w'/i),M(i^))
/ 0. Thus w' ■p < v,
and by Proposition 5.1 and an easy induction on l(x), xw' ■p < v for all x G W.
This contradicts the definition of Si, and therefore Hom(M(/x),M(x))
= 0.
For the other two cases, observe that if x G S3, then by Proposition 5.2 we
must have x = w • 77 for some n < v and w G W with n + p e P+. Thus, if
p e Si and x € S3, then the same argument as in the above paragraph shows

Hom(M(/t),M(x))

= 0. Also, if p G S2 and x G S3 with Eom(M(p), M(x)) # 0,

then since x = w-r/ with rj + p G P+ we have by Corollary 5.4 that there exists w' G

W with w' p + p e P+ and Hom(M(w;'/z),M(i7))
xu/ • /i < rj for all x G W, by Proposition

7¿ 0. But then w' p < rj, so that

5.1 and induction on l(x). In particular,

v < r¡ — w_1 ■x, contradicting the fact that x G S3. Thus Hom(M(/¿), M(x)) = 0
in this case, also.
The above lemma allows us to apply the results of §4 to any M G ObC(A)
with a VS, obtaining a filtration 0 = TV0C TVt c TV2c TV3= M as in Corollary
4.4. We will be particularly

interested

in the subquotient

N2/Ni

of M, which we
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henceforth

denote M^u\

so that M^

has a VS whose factors are precisely those

of M with highest weights in the Weyl group orbit W ■v. Also, if cf>:
M —>M'
is a g-module homomorphism, we will denote the induced map fa-.M^I —»M'(")
given in Proposition 4.5 by 4>(v>: M^ —>M'(">. Recall that the finitely generated
projectives in C(X) have finite VS, so that these results may be applied to them.

DEFINITION5.6. Let M G ObC(A), pelf,

and suppose that

...^Pk%...i\p0^M^0
is a local projective

resolution

of M at p.

For each A; = 0,1,...,

we define the

module Wk ßM to be the fcth homology of the complex
dll\
,,A d'"> ...%pW_0.
d<">
Wpjr)%

lfM'eObC(X)

and

qA-.-^Qo^M'^O
is also a local projective resolution at p, for any <j>:M—yM' we let

...

_

pfe

**

...

t

l<l>k

••• -

Qk £

■■■ -

be a morphism of complexes as in Proposition

^

0

i<t>0

P0

^

M
i<¿>

Qo -

M' -

o

3.8. Then we define Wk (¡>:Wk ßM —»

Wk ßM' to be the map which 0¿) induces in homology.
Observe that, since the morphism of complexes in Proposition 3.8 is unique
up to homotopy, the map Wk ó is independent of the choice of the morphism of
complexes. In fact, applying this argument to the identity map M —»M, we see
that Wk M is independent of the choice of the local projective resolution at p. It
is now easy to see that Wk is a functor on C(X).
REMARK. It appears that Wk' M may depend on A, since the projectives in
C(X) are most likely not projective in other such categories. We will see, however,
in Corollary 6.4 below, that this is not the case, provided A is such that all weights of
M are < A. For this reason, we have chosen to omit A from the already cumbersome
notation for our functors.
By Proposition 3.8, if M G ObC(A) and pi > p2, then for any local projective
resolutions

-yPk^->Po^M^0
and

->Qk^-»Qo^M^O
of M at pi and p2, respectively, we obtain from the identity map M —►M a
morphism of complexes which induces a map in homology Wk M —►Wkfl2M
which is well defined, since the morphism of complexes is unique up to homotopy.
For the same reason, when Pi > p2 > pz, the composition WkßiM —yWkß2M —►
Wk ß3M is the same as the map Wk M —yWk M, since we may simply compose
the two morphisms of complexes. This allows us to make the following definition.
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DEFINITION5.7. Let M G ObC(A). For each fc = 0,1,..., define W£M =
injlimWk M. Similarly, if <¡>:M—►
M' is a morphism in C(X), define Wk<f>=
injlim,^>
REMARK. For now, we have no guarantee that WkM is an object in C(X), since
the weight spaces may no longer be finite dimensional. We will see in Corollary 6.3
below that it is an object in C(X), but for now, we simply consider WkM to be a

g-module.
THEOREM 5.8.

Let pel)*,

and suppose

0^M'^M^M"^0
is a short exact sequence in C(X). Then there is a long exact sequence

■■— W^M'

^W^M

-WUk-i,pM>
PROOF. By Proposition

WZ , é

krX^-..

^W^M"
WX ib

°^W^m"^0.

3.10 we may choose local projective resolutions

• • • - Pfc -+ • • • -» P0 - M - 0,
and

..._>j£_..._>jff_M«-0
of M', M, and M", respectively, at p in such a way that

0
i
...

-

P'k

0
i
-

•■• ->

ï<t>k

...

_»

Pk

—»
P"
—yfk—y

P¿

-

0

_

o

Ï4>0

_» ...

_>

-♦

—►
P"
y r0

...

p0

i

i

0

0

—►
> n
u

is a short exact sequence of complexes. Note that each column is a short exact
sequence of modules with VS, so that passing to the subquotients,

0
i
•••

p'(")
—y rk

••-

-+

■

p(A
rk

_,
pi'M
—* rk

0
i
p'(A
t-Q

—» n
u

p(")
—y ■■■ —► fQ

n
—y u

_>
—►

—7 n
u

-*

_,
-*

_.
p"M
—► /-0

i

i

0

0

is a short exact sequence of complexes by Theorem 4.8. Therefore, we obtain the
long exact sequence in homology.
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Corollary

5.9. Suppose

is a short exact sequence in C(X). Then there is a long exact sequence

-►

W£M' W-i*W£M W^ WZM"

^M'^-^VcTM^O.
PROOF. This follows from the theorem and the fact that taking the direct limit
preserves exactness.

6. Properties
of the functors Wk. We retain the notation of §5. We will
analyze in greater detail the modules WkM for the case where M has a VS, and
use this analysis to prove certain properties of the functors Wk .

PROPOSITION6.1.

Let Me ObC(A) have a VS. Then

( M<"' ifk = 0,
'
I 0
if k > 0.

WÏM SZi

k

Furthermore,

if M and TV are two such modules, and <fi:M —yTV is a g-module map,

then Wq4>is just the map </>("'induced by <f>.
PROOF. We first consider the functors Wk for p G h*. Suppose that 0 =
M0 C Mi C • • • and 0 = TV0C TVjc ■• • are VS for M and TV,respectively. By
Proposition

4.1 and Lemma 4.2, we may alter the VS, if necessary, so that for some

m, n e Z+ we have 0 = M0 C Mx C • • • C Mm and 0 = TV0C TVXc • • • C TV„in
which all Verma factors are of the form M(x) with x > P and M/Mm and N/Nn
have no weights > p. Observe that </>(Mm)Ç TV„,since Mm is generated by vectors
of weights > /¿.Now, applying Theorem 3.5 to Mm and TV„, we obtain projective
resolutions

(6.1)

...^pk^...^p0^Mm^0

and

(6.2)

- -- - Qk S . •. -> Q0 rk Nn ^ o

such that all kernels and images have VS, and where each Pk and each Qk is
a finite direct sum of various I(x) with x > P- Note that the restricted map
<j>:
Mm —yNn induces maps <j)k:Pk —yQk for k — 0,1,...
in the usual way to give
a morphism of complexes. Since M/Mm and TV/TV„have no weights > p, these
resolutions (followed by the inclusion maps Mm Ç M and TV„ Ç TV) are actually
local projective resolutions of M and TVat p.
Now, since all the kernels and images in (6.1) and (6.2) have VS, these resolutions
are obtained by splicing (i.e taking the Yoneda product of) short exact sequences
in which all terms have VS, so that by Theorem 4.8 the commutative diagram

■•• -

(6.3)

p?)

C

K"
... _,

qM

C

••• -

p(ov) d^

Mir> -

ur>

i*<->

... _» QM C

o

TV«" -, 0
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has exact rows. Thus, dropping the last module in each row of (6.3) and taking

the homology gives W^M

= 0 = W£ßN for all k > 0, W£ßM Sí hf£\

and

W0,pN - Nrf] with the maP wo,u<t>:M™]-> Nn"] being the induced map 4>{u)■
The result now follows by taking direct limits.

THEOREM 6.2.

lei MGObC(A),

and suppose

...^Dki\...%DohM^o
is an exact resolution of M in C(X) in which every Dk has a VS. Then WkM —
In other words, WkM may be computed as the kth homology of the

Hk(D*').
complex

►uk

y

—y u0

y u.

PROOF. Let TV¿= Kerd¿ = Imdl+i for i = 0,1,...

and TV_i = M. Then we

have short exact sequences

0 — Ni%Di%

TV,_i- 0

for all i > 0, where each <f>iis the inclusion map, and each ipt is the restriction of
dt. Note that the composition

WSDm ^*+1 WS* W& W0»Di
is just the induced map

n(A di+' ui
n(A

ui+l

by Proposition 6.1, so that lm(W^4>i) = In^d^).
for all i by Proposition
obtain the commutative

'

F1"0111
tne fact that WYDi = 0

6.1, and from the long exact sequences in homology, we
diagram

WOT-H
W<?A+i
0 -* WlfNi-i.
-»
1

W%Ni
u

-»
w»<b¡

W^Di
u

-»
w0"^¡

Wr^Ni-i
— 0
u

i

0
with both the row and the column exact. Thus,

WYNi-i = KerW^

= Kerd^/Im^^+i

= Kevd^\/lmd^2=Hi+1(D^)
and WqNí-i = Coker W'o'tfo= Coker dj+j for all i > 0. This gives immediately that

W%M= W^N-i S Cokerd^ = Ho(D("]) and WYM= WYN_i S Hi{DÏv)). For
k > 1, we use the short exact sequence

O^TVo-^Dq^M-70
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to obtain the long exact homology sequence

• • • - 0 = W£D0 - WvkM- Wvk_xNo- H^-i A> = 0 -» • • •
by Proposition 6.1. Thus WkM = Wk_1N0- By induction on fc, since

->

/jfc _-»

fll _, /v0 - o

is an exact resolution of TV0,we have W%M = W^Nq
We now use this theorem to obtain some properties
proofs of these, recall the standard resolution

■• • - U(g) ®u{b) Afc(g/b) -»...-»
of the trivial one-dimensional

= Hk(D[v)).
of the functors Wk . For the

[7(g) »„,„, A°(g/b) -* K -> 0

module Ä" constructed

and shown to be exact in [1,

Theorem II.9.1].

COROLLARY6.3.

For any M G ObC(A) and ant/ k > 0, W%M G ObC(A).

PROOF. Tensoring the standard resolution of K with M and applying [4, Proposition 1.7] gives an exact resolution

(6.4)

-yDk^-►

£>0^ M ^ 0

of M in C(X) with each Dk = U(g) ®u{b) (A*(g/b) ®K M) for k = 0,1,....

It is

well known, and easy to show, that each of the modules Dk has a VS. Thus, by
the theorem, WkM is the fcth homology of a complex in C(A), hence WkM is an

object in C(X).

COROLLARY6.4.

WkM is independent of the choice of X, provided that all the

weights of M are < X.
PROOF. Again, we consider the exact resolution (6.4) of M. The highest weights
of the Verma factors in the VS for Dk are just the weights of Afc(g/b) ®k M, hence
are all < A for any such A. Thus, this resolution consists of modules in C(X) for
any such A, and the result now follows from Theorem

6.2.

COROLLARY6.5. Let p eg* and suppose M e ObC(A) has no weights > p.
Then WkM also has no weights > p for each k > 0.
PROOF. This also follows from the resolution (6.4) of M, since none of the Dk
have any weights > p.
We have seen, from the long exact homology sequence, that W{f is a right exact
functor.
In the remainder of this section, we will show that for certain "nice"
modules, Wq is "exact on the W-orbit of i/," in the sense that the obstruction to
its exactness involves only irreducible subquotients with highest weights outside of
W ■v (cf. Theorem 6.9 below for the precise statement).
For the following lemma, recall the sets S = {p\p < A}, Si = {p\w ■p ^ v for

some w e W}, S2 =W ■v, and S3 = {p\w ■p < v for all w G W} defined in §5.

LEMMA6.6. Let M e ObC(A) be a highest weight module of weight p. If
p £W ■v, then WqM = 0. If p eW ■v, then Wq M is a nonzero highest weight
module of weight p, and there is an epimorphism tt:WqM —» M such that any
irreducible subquotient of Ker ir is of the form L(x) with x G S3.

Proof.
(6.5)

Let
O^V

-7 M(p)

-7 M -^0
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be a short exact sequence. If p £ W v, then by Proposition 6.1 we have WqM(p) =
0, and since Wq is right exact, WqM = 0. Thus, we may assumée that p G W ■v.

Let

(6.6)

-►

V2 - Vi -» V -» 0

be an exact resolution of V such that each Vn has a VS. (One may be obtained by
tensoring V with the standard resolution of K.) Splicing together (6.5) and (6.6)
gives the resolution

(6.7)

-►

V2 -» Vi -£ M(p) -» M -» 0

of M.
Recall the filtration 0 = TV0C TVic TV2c TV3— Vi of Vi associated with the
disjoint union S = Si U S2 U S3 given by Corollary 4.4, so that V^ = TV2/TVi.

Now <{>(Ni)
= 0 by Lemma 5.5, so that Im</>(")= 0(TV2)Ç V Ç M(p). Now, by
Theorem 6.2, W%hf S Coker^"* = M (p) / lm <j>^ = M(p)/d>(N2). Thus, WgM
is a nonzero quotient of M (p.), hence a nonzero highest weight module of weight p.
Also, from (6.7) we have M = Coker(/> = M(p)/(¡>(Ns), so that there is an

epimorphism tt:WqM = M(p)/4>(N2) —>M(p)/4>(N3) = M induced by the identity map on M(p).
Note that Ker7r = </>(TV3)/<^(TV2).Hence, any irreducible
subquotient L(x) of Ker7r is a subquotient of TV3/TV2,and must therefore be
a subquotient of some Verma module M(r¡) with n e S3. By Proposition 4.1,
Hom(M(x), M{n)) ^ 0, and thus by Lemma 5.5 we must have x G S3.

PROPOSITION6.7.
(M:L(w-v)).

Let M e ObC(A). For any w G W, (W^M : L(w ■v)) <

PROOF. Let 0 = M0 C Mx C • • • C Mn = M be an LCS for M at w-v. We use
induction on n.
If n = 0, there is nothing to prove, so assume n > 0. From the short exact
sequence

0 -» M„_i -f M -» M/M„_i -» 0,
we obtain the long exact sequence

... - W^Mn-i - iy0"M -» W^iM/Mn-O - 0,
which shows that
(^M

: L(w ■v)) < (^Mn_,

: L(w ■v)) + (^(M/Mn_i)

: L(w ■v)).

By induction, (WqMu-i
: L{w-v)) < (Mn_i : L(w-v)). IfM/Mn_i
has no weights
> w ■v, then by Corollary 6.5 neither does W¡f(M/Mn-i),
so we are done in this

case. Otherwise, M/Mn_i = L(p) for some p > w ■v. But then, by Lemma 6.6,
the only way L(w ■v) could occur as a subquotient of WgL(p) is to have p = w v,
in which case it occurs with multiplicity one.

COROLLARY6.8.

For any p G S2US3 and any w G W, (WYL(p) : L(w-v)) = 0.

PROOF. Consider a short exact sequence

(6.8)

0 -» M -►M(p) -. ¿(¿j) -7 0.
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Since WYM(p) = 0 by Proposition
exact sequence

6.1, the long exact homology sequence gives the

0 -» WYL(p) - W¿M -y W^M(p) -» W^L(p) -> 0.
This implies

(WfLM : L(wi/)) = (^M
Ifpe

: L(«;-i/))-(W^M(/i) : L(wi/)) + (Wfj'L(^): L(wu)).

S3, then W^Af(/i) = 0 = W^L(p), so that

(WYL(p) : L(w ■v)) = (WSM : L(w ■v)) < (M : L(w ■v))
by Proposition 6.7. But L(w ■v) cannot be a subquotient of M in this case,
since otherwise it would be a subquotient of M(p), so that by Proposition 4.1 we
would have Hom(M(u> • v),M(p)) ^ 0, contradicting Lemma 5.5. Thus (WYL(p) :

L(w ■v)) = 0 in case p e S3.
If p e S2, then WqM(p) = M(p) by Proposition 6.1, and there is an epimorphism it: WqL(p) —»L(p) with (Ker7r : L(w ■v)) = 0 by Lemma 6.6. Thus
(WSM (ft) : L(w-v)) = (M(p) : L(w-v)) and (WgLiji) : L(w-v)) = (L(p) : L(w-v)),
and from Proposition

6.7 we obtain

(WYL(p) : L(w ■v))
= (W^M : L(w ■v)) - (W£M(p) : L(w ■v)) + (W^L(p) : L(w ■v))
- (WSM : L(w ■v)) - (M(p) : L(w ■v)) + (L(p) : L(w ■p))
< (M : L(w ■v)) - (M(ß) : L(w ■v)) + (L(p) : L(w ■v))

= 0,
where we have used (6.8) for the last equality, and the result follows.
The next theorem deals with certain modules M in the category C(X) which
are "nice" with respect to v. We remark that the full subcategory of C(X) whose
objects

are those modules

category,
sums.

M satisfying

the hypotheses

since it is closed under taking submodules,

of the theorem

quotients,

is an abelian

and finite direct

THEOREM 6.9. Let M e ObC(A) such that every irreducible subquotient of M
is of the form L(x) with x € S2 U S3. Then for all w G W we have
(W^M : L(w ■v)) = (M : L(w ■v)) and (W£M : L(w -v))=0 for all k > 0.

PROOF. Let 0 = M0 C Mi C • • • C Mn = M be an LCS for M at w-v. We first
consider WqM, using induction on n. If n = 0, then there is nothing to prove, so
assume n > 0, and consider the short exact sequence

0 -y Mn_i -* M -7 M/Mn_i

-» 0.

This gives rise to the exact sequence

•• • - WÏ(M/Mn-i) -y W¿Mn-i - WSM -> WS(M/Mn_i) -+ 0.
Since M/M-n-i

either has no weights > w ■v or is irreducible,

(WY(M/Mn„i):L(w-v))=0
by Corollary 6.5 and Corollary 6.8. Thus

(WSM : L(w ■v)) = (WSMn-i : L(w ■v)) + (WS(M/Mn_i) : L(w ■v)),
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and Lemma 6.6 we are done with the proof of the statement

regarding WSM.
Now, for k = 1 we have that (WYF : L(w v))—0 when F is a factor in the LCS
for M at íí) ■iv, by Corollaries 6.5 and 6.8. Thus, from the exact sequence

WfMn_i - WYM-» WY(M/Mn_i),
we have {WXM : L(w ■v)) = 0 by induction on the number of factors in the LCS.
For k > 1, we use induction on A;.First consider L(x) for x € S2 US3. From the
short exact sequence

0 - TV- M(x) - L(x) - 0
and Proposition 6.1, we obtain the exact sequence

0 = W£M(x) - W£L(x) - W^N
so that (WkuL(x) : L(w ■v)) = (W^N

-» W^_lM(x) = 0,

: L(w ■v)). Note that by Proposition 4.1

and Lemma 5.5, TV satisfies the hypotheses

of the theorem, so that by induction

on k, {WgL{x) ■■
L(w ■v)) = (W^_XN : L(w ■v)) = 0. Finally, this fact together
with Corollary 6.5 shows that any factor F in the LCS for M at w ■v satisfies
(WkF : L(w ■v)) = 0, so that an easy induction on the number of factors gives

{W¡fM: L(w ■v)) = 0.
7. Translation
functors.
In this section we use the functors WS to define
translation functors analogous to those introduced by J. C. Jantzen in [5] and,
applying these to Verma modules and irreducibles, we obtain a translation principle
regarding multiplicities of irreducible subquotients in Verma modules.
We will place some restrictions on A and v henceforth. In particular, assume

A G P+. Let #7G P+, and set v = X + n. Observe that this implies v e P+. Also,
since r¡ G P+, L(r¡) is a locally finite 0,-module for each i — 1,...,/,
so that by the
representation theory of sl(2,K), d.imL(rf)x — dimL(r])riX for all x € h* and all
¿=1,...,/.
By induction on l(w), dimL(n)x = dimL(n)wx for all x € I)* and all

weW.
DEFINITION7.1. For any M G ObC(A), define the translation of M from A to
v by TÏM = WS(L(n) ®K M). Thus, the functor TÏ is the composition of the
exact functor L(n)®fr—

and the right exact functor WS, so that T£ is a right exact

functor on C(X).

PROPOSITION 7.2.

Let p + peP+

with p< X, and letweW.

M(w-p) has a VS whose factors are of the form M(w'-x)

ThenL(n)®K

withx < v andx+P

G P+.

Also, L(r)) ®k M(w ■X) has a VS whose factors are M(w ■v) with multiplicity
together with factors of the form M(w' ■x) with x < v and X + p G P+.

one

PROOF. In general, L(n) ®K M(£) has a VS with (L(rj) ®K M(f) : M(c)) =
dimL(r))c-ç for any £, ç G h*. Thus, if p < X with p + pe P+, then for any Verma
factor M(ç) in the VS for L(n) ®¡c M(w ■p) we have that c —w ■p is a weight of
1,(77). By the discussion preceding Definition 7.1, we see that x(ç-w-p)
< 77for all

x eW. Also, by Proposition 5.1, (xw) ■p < p for all x G W. Thus, for all x G W
we have
x-ç = x-(w-p

+ <;—w-p)

= (xw) ■p + x(ç —w-p)<p

+ r)<X + ,n — v.
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Note that equality can only hold in case p — A, (xw) • A = A, and x(ç —w ■X) = X.
Thus, in case p < X we have x ■c < v for all x e W, so that by Proposition

5.2, we have ç = w' ■x for some x < »7with x + p e P+. In case p = X, we
still have x ■ç < v for all x G W, with equality holding only when (xw) • A = A
and x(ç - w ■X) — n. Thus, if x ■ç = v holds for some x G W, then x = w~l
by Proposition 5.1 and induction on l(xw) applied to the fact that (xw) • A = A,
and we have ç = w ■v and c — w ■X — w ■v — w ■X = w(v — A) = wr¡ and
(L(r¡) ®k M(w ■X) : M(w ■v)) = dim L(r¡)wr¡ = 1. On the other hand, if we never
have equality then x ■c < v for all x G W, and by Proposition 5.2 we have ç = w' ■x

for some x < u with X + V € P+ ■

COROLLARY7.3.

Let p + pe P+ with p< X, and let w e W. Then

TZM(w-p)=0

ifp<X,

and

TYM(w ■p) = M(w -v)

ifp = X.

PROOF. Since L(r]) ®k M(w ■p) has a VS as described in the proposition, this
follows from Proposition 6.1.

COROLLARY7.4. Let p + p G P+ with p < X, and let w G W. Then L(r¡) ®K
L(w ■p) has a filtration of submodules 0 = Lp C Li C ■■■ with L(r¡) ®¡< L(w ■p) =
(Ji>0Li

such that each Lt/L,_i

(i = 1,2,...)

is either zero or a highest weight

module of weight Wi • Xi for some Wi G W and some Xi < v with Xi + p G P+.
Furthermore,

if p < X then all Xi < v> and if p — X then we may arrange

to have

Xi = v and Wi = w and all other Xi < v■

PROOF. Recall the sets S2 = W ■v and S3 = {c|x • c < v for all w G W}
introduced in §5. By Lemma 5.5, Hom(M(w • v),M(ç)) = 0 for all ç G S3. By
Proposition 7.2, L(n) ®k M(w ■p) has a VS 0 = M0 C Mi C • • ■, and by the
description of the Verma factors given there, together with Proposition 5.1, we see

that if p < X then all the Verma factors M(ç) satisfy ç G S3, and if p — X then
all the Verma factors M(ç) except one satisfy ç G S3, and the one exception is
M(w ■v). Thus, in case p — X we may arrange to have Mi = M(w ■v), by Lemma

4.2.
Now L(rj)®K—

is an exact functor,

so there is an epimorphism

4>:L(r¡) ®K M(w ■p) -» L(n) ®K L(w ■p).

Setting Li = 4>(Mi) gives the result.

COROLLARY7.5.

Let p + p e P+ with p < X, and let w eW.

L(w ■p) has no subquotients

Then L(n) ®K

of the form L(x ■v) with x G W.

PROOF. This follows from Proposition

4.1, Lemma 5.5, and the filtration given

in Corollary 7.4.
For the next proposition, we
module M. This is a symmetric
(mi,a(x)
■m2) for all a: G g and
antiautomorphism
introduced in
[5]), that if M is a highest weight

need the notion of a contravariant form on a gbilinear form (—, —) such that (x ■mi,m2)
=
all mi,m2 G M, where o:g —yg is the involutive
the definition of g. It is known (cf., for example,
module, then M has a unique contravariant form
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up to scalar multiples, and the radical of a nonzero contravariant form on M is its
unique maximal submodule. In particular, any irreducible highest weight module
has a nondegenerate contravariant form.
Another idea we will need for the next proposition is as follows. If M is a
weight module over g, let M* be the g-module whose underlying vector space is
the subspace of M* (the dual vector space of M) consisting of those /: M —»K
which vanish on all but finitely many weight spaces of M, and whose g-module
structure is defined by (x • f)(m) = f(o(x) ■m) for all x G g, / G M*, and m e M.
It is well known that M# has the same local composition factors as M (in reverse
order). This follows easily from the fact that chM# = chM for any weight module

M.
PROPOSITION 7.6.

Let w G W. Then L{n) ®K L(w ■X) either has no subquo-

tients of the form L(x ■v) with x G W, or else it has L(w • v) as a subquotient with
multiplicity one and no other subquotients of the form L(x ■v) with x G W.

PROOF. Since L(n) and L(w ■X) each have nondegenerate

contravariant

forms,

so does L(n)®KL(w-X), and we denote this form by (-, -). Let 0 = L0 C ¿i C • ■■
be the filtration of L(n) ®KL(w ■X) given in Corollary 7.4. Since by Proposition 4.1
and Lemma 5.5 we cannot have L(x ■v) occurring as a subquotient of any Li/Li-i

for i > 1, we have that (L(n) ®K L(w ■X) : L(x ■v)) = (Li : L(x ■v)) for all x eW.
Thus, if Li = 0 we are done. Assume Li ^ 0. Then (Li : L(w ■v)) = 1, since Li
has highest weight w ■v. Let M be the maximal submodule of L\. We will be done
if we can show that (M : L(x ■v)) — 0 for all x G W. Since M is in the radical of

the restriction of (-, -) to L\, if me M and V = v + L\ € (L(n) ®K L(w ■X))/Li
then (m, v) is independent of the choice of coset representative v for v. Thus, we
may define a linear map 4>:M—y ((L(r¡) ®K L(w ■X))/Li)* by <f>(m)(v) = (m,v).
Since the form is contravariant, <f>is actually a g-module homomorphism <f>:
M —>
((L(r))®KL(w-X))/Li)*.
Also, since (-, -) is nondegenerate, <f>
is injective, so that
if L(xv) is a subquotient of M then it is also a subquotient of (L(r))®KL(w-X)) / Li,
which cannot happen by Proposition 4.1 and Lemma 5.5. Thus (M : L(x ■v)) = 0

for all x eW.
This result will be strengthened
rem.

THEOREM 7.7.

in the course of the proof of the following theo-

Let X,r¡ e P+ with X + r) = v. For any wuw2 eW,

(M(wi ■v) : L(w2 ■v)) = (M(wi ■X) : L(w2 ■A)).

PROOF. By Proposition 7.2, L(n) ®K M(wi ■X) satisfies the hypotheses of
Theorem 6.9. Thus, from Corollary 7.3 we have
(M(wi ■v) : L(w2 ■i/)) = (T^M(wx ■X) : L(w2 ■v))

= (WS(L(n) ®K M(wi ■A)) : L(w2 ■v))
= (L(n) ®K M(wi ■v) : L(w2 ■v)).

Let 0 = M0 C Mi C ■■• C M„ = M(tui • A) be an LCS for M(wi ■X) at w2 ■v - rj,
with factors Ft = M¿/M,_i for i = 1,..., n. Observe that w2v-n
< w2v-w2r¡ =
w2 ■(v - n) = w2 ■A, so that this is also an LCS for M(uii • A) at w2 ■X. Then we

have the filtration
0 = L(rf) ®K Mo C L(n) ®K Mi C • • • C L(n) ®K Mn

= L(v) ®k M(wi X)
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with factors L(rj) ®k Mi/L(r¡) ®k Mt_i = L(r¡) ®K Fi for i = 1,..., n. Thus
71

(M(wi ■v) : L(w2 ■v)) = Y,(LW ®K Fi ■L(w2 ■v)).
7=1

Now, if Ft has no weights > w2 ■v —n, then L(n) ®K Fi has no weights > w2 ■v,

so that (L(n) ®K Fv : L(w2 ■v)) = 0. On the other hand, if P¿ = L(x), then by
Corollary 7.5 and Proposition 7.6, we have (L(n) ®K Fi : L(w2 ■v)) = 0 unless
X = w2 ■A, in which case (L(n) ®K L(w2 ■X) : L(w2 ■v)) = 0 or 1, independently
of i and independently of wi. To summarize,

(M(wi■v) : L(w2•i/)) = J2(LW ®k Fi ■L(w2■v))
17=1

(M(wi ■X) : L(w2 • A)) if (L(r¡) ®K L(w2 ■X) : L(w2 • v)) = 1,

-{?

if (L(n) ®K L(w2 ■X) : L(w2 ■v)) = 0.

But for the special case of wi = w2, the multiplicity is known to be nonzero, so we
must have (L(n) ®K L(w2 ■X) : L(w2 ■v)) = 1, and thus (M(wi ■v) : L(w2 ■v)) —
(M(wx ■X) : L(w2 ■L)) for all wi,w2 G W.

COROLLARY 7.8.

For any wi, w2 G W,

¡rpurí

n
ri
(T7L(wi ■X)
: L(w2

ÍfWi=W2,

' Wi
lO if;

^ w2.

PROOF. From the proof of the theorem, (L(r¡) ®K L(wi ■X) : L(wi ■v)) = 1,
and by Proposition 7.6, (L(n) ®K L(wi ■X) : L(w2 • v)) = 0 if wi ^ w2. But
L(r}) ®k L(wi ■X) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 6.9, by Corollary 7.4. Thus

(TYL(wi ■X) : L(w2 ■v)) = (WS(L(r,) ®K L(wx ■A)) : L(w2 ■v))
— (L(r\) ®k L(wi ■X) : L(w2 ■v))
and the result follows.

COROLLARY 7.9.

For any v e P+ and any wi:w2 G W,

(M(wi ■v) : L(w2 ■v)) = (M(wi ■0) : L(w2 ■0)).
PROOF. Observe that taking A = 0 G P+ and r¡ = v —X = v e P+, we may
apply Theorem 7.7 to this special case.

THEOREM 7.10.

ForanyX,peP+

andanywi,w2eW,

(M{wi ■X) : L(w2 ■A)) = (M(wi ■p) : L(w2 ■p)).
PROOF. Applying Corollary 7.9 twice, we have

(M(wi ■X) : L(w2 ■A)) = (M(wi ■0) : L(w2 - 0)) = (M(iüi - p) : L(w2 ■p)).
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